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overdosing in GTVPET (VQ=105%>35%) and are not sufficient to be 
robust against setup errors in proton treatments. Voxel-wise 
optimization was twice faster than with contours. 
 
 
Conclusions: This automatic workflow for dose painting can 
be directly implemented in clinics since it is integrated in a 
commercial TPS. Voxel-wise optimization was simpler and 
faster. Surprisingly, robust optimization with protons yields 
dose escalations that are robust for both target coverage and 
overdosing. 
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Purpose/Objective: Create a planning platform for real-time 
dose manipulation and prioritized goal matching. 
Materials and Methods: A real-time interactive planning 
(RTIP) system was developed for deriving achievable patient 
specific dose distributions. It may be used by the radiation 
oncologist or treatment planner to navigate through potential 
3D dose distributions and determine a clinically optimal dose 
distribution. The RTIP system was developed on the 
hypothesis that the process of evaluating potential dose 
distribution options and deciding on the best clinical trade-
offs may be separated from the derivation of the actual 
delivery parameters used for the patient’s treatment. For 
this purpose a novel high speed dose calculation algorithm 
was developed to derive an Achievable Dose Estimate (ADE). 
The ADE incorporates the limits of what can be achieved in 
practice thereby ensuring that the calculated dose is 
deliverable. The resulting speed increase permits real-time 
changes in 3D dose distributions (using isodoses, DVHs, EUD 
etc.) which provides a more intuitive understanding of the 
available trade-offs for each patient. The system may also 
function in an automated fashion where predefined 
dosimetric goals guide where changes to the dose distribution 
are applied. Unlike conventional plan optimization the goals 
are presented as a prioritized list, so that each goal is 
attempted separately and in turn. If a goal is not achieved 
the clinician has the option of proceeding to the next goal or 
constraining the dose at the current dose level. 
Results: Full 3D dose distributions are calculated in ~2-20 
milliseconds. Including graphics processing overhead, 
clinicians may visually interact with the dose distribution and 
display updates of the dose distribution at a rate of more 
than 20 times per second. Through automatic goal matching 
the clinician may directly visualize how each dosimetric 
requirement impacts the 3D dose distribution. Furthermore, 
because the system is fully automated, a complete list of 10 
to 20 goals may be attempted in ~5 to 30 seconds, depending 
on the complexity of the case and how challenging the goals 
are.  
Conclusions: RTIP is a novel system for manipulating and 
updating achievable dose distributions in real-time. 
Preliminary studies show that it can be used interactively by 
the clinician to generate a 3D dose distribution and 
treatment plan in ~1-5 minutes. Dosimetric trade-offs are 
evaluated by direct manipulation of DVHs, isodoses, EUD or 
any other dose metric. Efficiency is further improved using 
automatic prioritized goal matching. A final off-line 
optimization step is used to derive treatment delivery 
parameters. An important application of the technique is in 
adaptive RT where strict time constraints are the norm.  
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Purpose/Objective: The aim of this study is to present a 
modulation index for volumetric modulated arc therapy 
(VMAT) based on the speed and acceleration analysis of 
modulating-parameters such as multi-leaf collimator (MLC) 
movements, gantry rotation and dose-rate, comprehensively. 
In addition, texture analysis on fluence maps was performed 
to evaluate the degree of modulation for VMAT plans. 
Materials and Methods: In this study, modulation index for 
VMAT (MIt) was designed as follows. 
 
A total of 40 VMAT plans were retrospectively selected. To 
investigate the deliverability of each VMAT plan, gamma 
passing rates and differences in modulating parameters (MLC 
positions, gantry angles, and MUs at each control point) 
between VMAT plans and dynamic log files registered by the 
linac control system during delivery were acquired. 
Furthermore, differences between the original VMAT plan, 
and the plan reconstructed from the dynamic log files were 
also investigated. A total of 6 textural features including 
angular second moment (ASM), inverse difference moment 
(IDM), contrast, variance, correlation and entropy were 
calculated for fluence maps generated from VMAT plans 
(particular displacement distances, d = 1, 5 and 10). To test 
the performance of the MIt and textural features as indicators 
for the modulation degree of VMAT plans, Spearman's rank 
correlation coefficients (rs) with the plan deliverability were 
calculated. For comparison purposes, conventional 
modulation indices for VMAT including the modulation 
complexity score for VMAT (MCSv), leaf travel modulation 
complexity score (LTMCS) and modulation index supporting 
station parameter optimized radiation therapy (MISPORT) were 
calculated, and their correlations were analyzed in the same 
way. 
Results: In the case of textural features, contrast (d = 1) and 
variance (d = 1) generally showed considerable correlations 
with every type of plan deliverability. These textural 
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features always showed higher correlations to the plan 
deliverability than the conventional modulation indices, 
except in the case of modulating parameter differences. The 
rs values of contrast to the local gamma passing rates with 
criteria of 2%/2 mm, 2%/1 mm and 1%/2 mm were 0.547, 
0.578 and 0.620, respectively, and those of variance were 
0.519, 0.527 and 0.569 (always p < 0.003). The values of rs of 
contrast and variance with the MLC errors were -0.863 and -
0.828, respectively (p < 0.001). The rs values of MIt, MCSv, 
LTMCS and MISPORT to the local gamma passing rate with 2%/2 
mm criterion were -0.658 (p < 0.001), 0.186 (p = 0.251), 
0.312 (p = 0.05) and -0.455 (p = 0.003), respectively. The 
values of rs to the MLC errors were 0.917, -0.635, -0.857 and 
0.795, respectively (p < 0.001). For dose-volumetric 
parameters, MIt showed higher statistically significant 
correlations than the conventional modulation indices. 
Conclusions: The MIt, contrast (d = 1) and variance (d = 1) 
showed good performance for the evaluation of the 
modulation-degree of VMAT plans showing higher correlations 
to the plan deliverability than the conventional modulation 
indices, indicating their potential use as indicators for 
assessing the degree of modulation of VMAT plans.  
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Purpose/Objective: Safety margins increase the robustness 
of treatment plans against geometrical errors while margin 
reduction improves OAR sparing. With adaptive interventions 
robustness in plans with small margins may be restored. 
Therefore we investigated 1) how much coverage during 
treatment is lost as a result of deformations and anatomy 
changes in H&N cancer patients , 2) if early detection is 
possible. 
Materials and Methods: For 19 oropharyngeal patients, VMAT 
treatments plans (SIB, 35x2Gy) were automatically optimized 
with uniform CTV to PTV margins of 5, 3 and 0 mm. bSpline 
CBCT to CT deformable registration was performed with mild 
regularization on the primary CTV to limit deformations in 
areas with microscopic disease. Dose recalculations were 
performed in modified CTs (planning CT deformed to daily 
CBCT following online positioning). Dose was mapped and 
accumulated in the planning CT. Patients with deviations in 
primary or elective CTV coverage > 2Gy (ΔD99%) were 
identified as candidates for adaptive replanning. Thresholds 
for patient selection in earlier fractions were tested in an 
ROC analysis. 
Results: Margin reduction from 5>3>0 mm generally led to 
OAR sparing of ~1Gy Dmean per mm. Deformation fields 
captured expected shrinkage of parotid glands (PG) up to 25% 
towards end of treatment. CTV reduction was mainly seen in 
the elective volumes (up to 10%), likely related to weight 
loss. Despite online repositioning, substantial systematic 
deformations were present (>3 mm). Nevertheless, increase 
in OAR dose generally was small (Dmean<1Gy ), independent of 
applied margins. In 5 patients PG Dmean increased >2Gy. 
Discrepancies in CTV coverage >2 Gy were found in 1, 3 and 7 
instances respectively, mainly elective CTVs. Still, not all 
discrepancies were immediately clinically unacceptable (D99% 
<95% prescribed dose). ROC analysis on intervention 
thresholds with 0mm plans showed that the Area Under the 
Curve (figure 1) ranged from 0.73 to 1.00. After 8 fractions 
all candidates for adaptive replanning were detectable 




Conclusions: Large deformations and anatomy changes not 
necessarily led to unacceptable loss of CTV coverage and/or 
increase of dose to OARs, especially in plans with 5 and 3 mm 
margins. Eminent underdosage was early and efficiently 
predictable, enabling patient selection for adaptive 
interventions in plans with small margins.   
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Purpose/Objective: In order to overcome the current 
limitations of radiotherapy (RT), a new irradiation approach 
is being explored. It combines the well established healthy 
tissue sparing of minibeam radiation therapy (MBRT) and the 
high dose conformality of particle therapy. In MBRT, dose 
profiles consist in a pattern of peaks and valleys, unlike in 
conventional RT, where seamless fields are employed. A 
remarkable healthy tissue resistance to very high doses has 
been observed in such kind of irradiations [1], as well as 
significant tumour growth delay [1,2]. Healthy tissue sparing 
requires high peak-to-valley dose ratios (PVDR) and low valley 
doses [3].  
Besides, despite their very high efficiency in the treatment of 
hypoxic radioresistant tumours, the use of 'very' heavy ions 
(Ne and heavier) in therapy was discarded due to large 
toxicity in healthy tissue [4]. The gain in tissue sparing that 
might be provided by the use of MBRT might profit from the 
high cell killing capacity of heavy ions while reducing the side 
effects.  
Materials and Methods: A Monte Carlo (MC) study was 
performed using the GATE/Geant4 v6.1 simulation platform 
[5]. Arrays of rectangular minibeams (700 µm × 2 cm) of five 
heavy ions (O, Ne, Si, Ar, Fe), covering a 2 × 2 cm² area, 
impinged on a cylindrical water phantom mimicking a human 
head (16 cm high, 16 cm diameter). Realistic beam 
divergences were considered (3 mrad). To cover a hypothetic 
centrally located tumour in the beam direction, the 
longitudinal width of the Bragg peak was enlarged by varying 
beams energy. Dose distributions were scored considering 
several minibeam center-to-center (c-t-c) distances from 
1400 to 3500 µm. As a figure of merit, PVDR and penumbras 
were assessed. The contribution of secondary hadronic and 
electromagnetic processes was also evaluated. 
Results: Despite the use of very small field sizes, Spread-Out 
Bragg Peak-like depth dose distributions were achieved with 
all ions. Very high PVDR (>100) were reached in the healthy 
tissue. These values are extremely high with respect to those 
obtained with X-rays MBRT (around 10) [6]. Very low 
penumbras (from 50 to 300 µm in healthy tissue), much more 
advantageous than in conventional radiosurgery (penumbras > 
